
the theme of the Atlantis Resort,
at each end the bridge supports
are hidden within a 24’ diameter
tapered Hellenic style column.
Each column tower rises 90’
high, and is topped with a 15’
diameter flame bowl that will
periodically spout flames up to
30’ into the air.

The bridge tapers outward
from its base width of 38’ up to
55’ wide before tapering back to
a peak at its centerline some 30’
above the floor line. The bridge,
45’ wide at the pedestrian level,
also holds casino space and bars.
The sloping sides are clad entire-
ly with glass, giving the bridge
both an elegant and light feel.

STRUCTURAL STEEL
FITS THE BILL

“Structural steel was the best
solution for this bridge,” accord-
ing to Kent Jessen, project engi-
neer for Jessen-Wright
Structural Engineers.  The
desired openness did not allow
for the large members that a
reinforced concrete structure
would need, and supporting the
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MONARCH RESORT, INC.
FACED A CHALLENGE: How
to provide a safe pas-

sageway for pedestrians from a
parking lot to the Atlantis
Casino Resort across the busy
Virginia Street/U.S. Highway
395 in Reno, NV.  Although a
crosswalk and traffic signal are
located nearby, jaywalking was
prevalent.  Several options were
considered, including an under-
ground tunnel and a convention-
al box-shaped bridge.  But secu-
rity was considered a problem
for the tunnel, and long-term
street closures were not allowed.
Likewise, the box-shape did not
provide the grace nor image
desired for the Atlantis complex.

“This was an opportunity to
create both a sign and a gateway
to Reno—a landmark,” according
to Peter Wilday of Peter Wilday
Architect, Inc., the concept archi-
tect for the project. Wilday’s
solution was to create a diamond
shaped, glass shrouded pedestri-
an bridge to span the required
160’ clear distance.  To tie the
futuristic appearing bridge to

Composed of
jumbo-sized

steel wide flange
members, yet

retaining a light
and open feel,
the Skywalk at

the Atlantis
Casino and

Resort combines
a unique shape
with structural

ingenuity
By Kent Jensen



extra weight of a concrete struc-
ture would add to construction
costs.  In addition, the short win-
dow of time available for street
closure demanded a structure
that could be erected quickly.

The structural solution for the
bridge required some ingenuity.
The unique shape of the bridge,
which included sloping sides
tapering to a point, did not allow
for perimeter truss framing. To
obtain depth for the main truss-
es, they had to be located near
the center of the bridge.  This
placed the trusses within the
usable space, where the open
design did not allow for any diag-
onal members.  After studying
several configurations, a solution
consisting of a pair of 180’-long-
by 28’-deep Vierendeel trusses
spanning between support tow-
ers was chosen.

Conventional trusses use ten-
sion and compression axial loads
in the bottom and top chords to
develop flexural capacity.  The
axial loads are delivered to the
chords via diagonal web mem-
bers. Shear capacity is also
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developed by axial loads in the
web members.  Therefore, the
design of both the chords and the
web members are dominated by
axial loads, with very little shear
or flexure on the individual truss
members.  

In contrast, Vierendeel truss-
es have no diagonal members, so
the axial loads must be delivered
to the top and bottom chords
through shear and flexure in the
vertical members.  Unlike con-
ventional trusses, this places a
large flexural demand in both
the vertical members and the
chords.

Jumbo structural steel wide
flanged members were the only
members capable of handling the
large design loads.  The top
chord of each truss is composed
of up to W27x217 jumbo mem-
bers as part of a 10’-deep sub-
truss, and the bottom chord is
composed of up to W44x335
jumbo members.  The vertical
columns are as large as
W36x527 members.  

The main trusses support 5’-
deep cross trusses to support the

floor framing.  The cross trusses
are spaced at 20’ on center, and
cantilever out 16’ beyond each of
the main trusses. Conventional
wide flange framing between the
cross trusses supports a concrete
fill over metal deck slab.  Arising
from each end of the cross truss-
es are sloping bents framed of
tube steel members to support
the glass roof.

STRUCTURAL DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS

Controlling deflection and
vibration of the bridge were of
primary importance in the
design.  Extra thickness was
added to the concrete slab to pro-
vide additional mass as a
damper against vibration.
Deflection limits were coordinat-
ed with the glass roof supplier,
but the controlling deflection cri-
teria turned out to be driven by
design wind forces. Overturning
forces generated by wind loads
perpendicular to the bridge
cause upward loading on one
main truss, and downward load-
ing on the other main truss.



Because the two main trusses
are centered only 12’ apart, any
differential deflection between
the two is magnified by nearly
four times at the ends of the can-
tilever cross trusses.  Controlling
the deflection for this case
resulted in a very stiff bridge
structure.  The total design
deflection due to dead and live
loads at the centerline of the 160’
span is 3’.

CONSTRUCTION

“Maximizing the amount of
prefabrication we could do was of
primary importance,” according
to Mario Bullentini of AISC-
member Martin Iron Works, the
structural steel fabricator.  Two
factors dictated the importance
of prefabrication in the erection
of the bridge.  First, every con-
nection of the main trusses and
cross trusses involved complete
penetration welding (in all, over
four tons of welding wire were
used).  Quality control of the
welds was critical.  It was
desired to make as many of the
complete penetration welds as
possible in shop conditions.
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Welding procedures in the shop
are easier to place and to test,
leading to better equality con-
trol.  To further assure quality
welds, the complete penetration
welds of the main truss chords
that were performed in the field
were designed per FEMA 267
recommendations. Second, due
to the fact that the bridge
crossed a US Highway, the per-
mitted time of road closure was
short, and had to be set well in
advance.

Prefabrication of major por-
tions of the structure were made
possible because of the close
proximity of Martin Iron Works
shop to the jobsite, and the avail-
ability of a staging area at the
jobsite.  Large portions of the
main trusses were welded in the
shop, and still more were welded
on the ground in the staging
area.  With the exception of the
direct connections to the main
trusses, the cross trusses were
all shop welded.  Large portions
of the support towers were also
prefabricated in the shop.  The
amount of prefabrication allowed
Martin Iron Works, who is AISC

Certified for Complex Steel
Buildings and Simple Steel
Bridges, to place the structural
steel frame in just 8 days of
around the clock construction.

The Skywalk at the Atlantis
Casino and Resort created an
instant landmark in the City of
Reno.  The performance of the
structural steel frame promises
to provide the patrons of the
Atlantis Resort with a sturdy
and attractive bridge for many
decades.

Kent Jessen is a partner with
Jessen-Wright Structural
Engineers in Chico, CA.


